by Debby Sperry

Bridgewater State College, always an innovator in the field of education, has been successfully experimenting with a new program for secondary school principals. Professor Burton Gold- 
man of BSC's Secondary Education Department was recently interviewed concerning the new program for education majors and, especially, a new

The new minor consists of eighteen total semester hours; six hours are covered sophomore year. The first six hours are covered sophomore year in two courses, "Principles of Secondary Education" and "Conflict Resolution: A Minor." Another six semester hours are offered junior year in "Methods and Materials in Secondary Education," a team teaching course which allows future teachers to concentrate on teaching and learning in their specific fields. The final course is offered senior year with six semester hours of off-campus student teaching.

Considering the total Secondary Education program, however, it is the new sophomore course, "Principles of Secondary Education," that has raised the most interest on the BSC campus. The new course, ED 210, is best described as an introductory education course that exposes the student to what's happening in secondary schools today in terms of status and trends. The course consists of three major parts: an overview of the Secondary School, "The Classroom," and "Student Development." The instructor, Professor William J. O'Connell, uses a variety of teaching methods, including lectures, discussions, and hands-on activities. The course aims to prepare students to become effective teachers by understanding the complexities of the secondary school environment.

ED 210 is a required course for all students majoring in Secondary Education at BSC. It is designed to give students a solid foundation in the principles and practices of secondary education. The course covers a wide range of topics, including curriculum development, instructional strategies, assessment methods, and classroom management. Students also participate in field experiences, observing and working with experienced teachers in real-world settings.

The ED 210 program includes an off-campus component that allows students to gain practical experience in teaching. Students can participate in a variety of off-campus programs, such as teaching assistantships with local schools, internships with educational organizations, and volunteer work with community organizations.

One advantage of this early exposure to teaching is that BSC students are able to enter the teaching profession with a strong foundation in education principles and practices. This prepares them for a successful career in teaching and for continued professional growth.

The ED 210 program at BSC continues to evolve and adapt to the changing needs of the education field. The department stays current with the latest trends and research in secondary education, ensuring that students are well-prepared for the challenges they will face in the classroom.

The ED 210 program at BSC is offered in collaboration with local school districts and educational organizations. This collaboration provides students with opportunities to apply their knowledge and skills in real-world settings, enhancing their learning experience.

Overall, the ED 210 program at BSC is a valuable asset to students pursuing a career in secondary education. It provides a solid foundation in the principles and practices of secondary education, preparing students for success in the classroom and in their future careers.

BSC student with practical experience.

BSC students completing the ED 210 course at least one semester's end are given the opportunity to evaluate the program. Members of BSC's Secondary Education Department take student evaluations of the total ED 210 Course including off-campus work. Student reactions were overwhelmingly positive in favor of the new program, students evaluated the course as well carried out and representative of its objectives.

The effect on many students was to make them eager to begin student teaching. A very few students decided not to continue in the teaching field. In both cases, the actual educational experience was valuable.

The off-campus segment of ED 210 is invaluable in its success in allowing BSC students to take the initiative in their own educational experience. BSC opens the door for its students by offering letters of introduction to school systems in behalf of BSC students. The individual student, however, remains responsible himself for locating and performing his educational responsibilities. He is not to be a student teacher the off-campus program.

The ED 210 course actually originated from a reorganization of BSC's Secondary Education Department, a reorganization that was the result of many years of planning and was always an innovator in the field of Education.

The ED 210 program at BSC is a valuable asset to students pursuing a career in secondary education. It provides a solid foundation in the principles and practices of secondary education, preparing students for success in the classroom and in their future careers.
STATISM AND SURVIVAL

by Jim DeWitt

Many of today's political, social, and economic problems stem from overpopulation and the consequent scramble for the limited resources of the earth. This crisis results from man's basic nature: his natural urges to procreate and consume at the expense of all other creatures of the earth. In ages past, when the struggle for survival was more difficult, these natural drives were relatively greater in value than they are today. Now that medicine and technology have reduced death rates drastically, the very survival of many populations is being endangered by the same forces which once meant survival.

As populations have grown explosively throughout the years, the issue of overpopulation has become a problem in nearly every industrialized country. In the absence of reliable government population data, estimates have been made by researchers in the United States who have attempted to compile the world's population. For instance, the 1965 United Nations estimates of the world's population were 3.5 billion.

Before the war, the U.S. population was about 100 million. By 1965 it had grown to 200 million, and the population was expected to increase to 240 million by 1970. The world's population has continued to grow since then, and it is estimated that the earth's population will reach 5 billion by 1985.

The U.S. government has been active in promoting family planning through the Population Council, which was established in 1950, and the U.S. Agency for International Development, which has been involved in family planning programs in many countries around the world.

However, much more needs to be done to address the issue of overpopulation. This is a complex problem that requires a multi-faceted approach involving education, economic development, and social policies. It is a challenge that must be met if we are to ensure a sustainable future for our planet.

EARTHS SCIENCE DEPT

AMNESTY DAYS ANNOUNCED

To honor Washington's birthday, students may return books to the library next week without having to pay the fines.

BRING OVERDUE BOOKS P.M. NO FINES NEXT WEEK: FEB. 22, 23, 24, 25.
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BULLETIN BOARD

Massachusetts State Colleges hold a conference on Alternatives to Abortion.

The conference will be held at the Massachusetts State Colleges Board of Trustees. Each college has one Advisory Committee member.

At the conference, it was decided that the State Colleges should move into a solid block for the purpose of presenting their opinions. It was also decided that each Student Advisory Commission Members is researching and developing programs.

The structural guidelines are presented below:

I. Name - the name of this organization shall be United Student Governments Advisory Commission Staff.

II. Purpose - It shall be the purpose of the U.S.G. - A.C.S. to promote the best interest of the students of the Massachusetts State Colleges. This will be done primarily through an information and education program.

III. Membership - Membership shall be open to any student at the Massachusetts State Colleges who is enrolled in a degree program.

IV. Framework - The executive board of U.S.G. - A.C.S. shall consist of the state college advisors as follows:

a. The U.S.G. - A.C.S. shall be composed of the executive board of the Massachusetts State College Advisors.

b. Each member delegation shall consist of five voting delegates plus one non-voting advisor. Each delegator shall have one vote.

c. The U.S.G. shall meet at least once monthly or when deemed necessary by the executive board.

If you are interested in applying for a staff position, please make your name available to the student body president.

MARCH 22 - LE CERCLE FRANCAIS PRESENTS SLIDES AND FILMS On Tuesday, February 22 at 10:30 a.m., in the S.U. Room on the Montana Trip.

The English Department invites all interested English majors to attend a meeting at the Humanities Building at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, February 22, to continue discussion of issues raised in the Mardi Gras meeting.

The meeting will meet at 4 p.m. at the College of Physicians and Surgeons of the State of New York, 310 apple building.

In addition, the English Department will host a meeting at the Humanities Building at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, February 22, to continue discussion of issues raised in the Mardi Gras meeting.

The meeting will meet at 4 p.m. at the College of Physicians and Surgeons of the State of New York, 310 apple building.

SUMMER SCHOOL IN LIBERIA ANYONE?

There is a possibility that six credits for field work in anthropology or geography can be earned through a month of July stay in villages in Liberia. The course would be under the jurisdiction of the Bridgewater State College Division of Continuing Studies with professors Homer and Stewart doing the instruction and field supervision. The basic cost would be approximately $110, not including conveyance, buying, insurance, or site fees. Those who may be interested are urged to contact either Professor Homer or Stewart.
HILL DISHWASHER

The paper plates and plastic silverware of the Great Hill Dining room will be replaced in the future by real dishes. The COMMENT interviewed Mr. Bill Miller of Interstate last Monday to learn the facts about the new dishes and necessary dishwasher.

The dishwasher, according to Mr. Miller, is manufactured in Ohio and, consequently, will take some time in arriving; when asked about the approximate date of the dishwasher’s arrival, Mr. Miller said, “I was hoping that it would be here by the first of March.” He went on to say, however, that a delay in arrival is always possible.

The decision to install a dishwasher on the Hill was made last year when Interstate committed itself to provide a washer if the college would install it. About two months ago, with the added influence of the student Food Committee, the college stated that it would definitely install a dishwasher on the Hill. The new dishwasher will cost $5000 and the dishes, patterned like the ones used in the Interhall, will be provided by the college.

The Hill’s dishwasher will be installed in the laundry room behind the cafeteria on the Men’s Dormitory. Because of its location it must be small enough to fit into the actual use of the room as a laundry room; it will probably be smaller than the dishwasher at The Willows.

When questioned about the affect of the dishes and dishwasher on the cafeteria staff, Mr. Miller replied that the new dishes require an increase in student staff. He did not estimate the size of the increase but said that it would probably be less than 10 people.

The Hill diswasher will be used for washing other dishes, such as the kitchen, fireplaces, completely Modern Kitchen, 1/2 Baths, High 30’s.

LaFrance Associates

MLS Realtor

All Types of Real Estate. Antique Homes. A Specialty. Trade Sec.

DORMS VOTE 4-8

Homes A Speciality. Taunton. All Types of Real Estate. Antique

Kitchen, Fireplaces, completely Modern

Acres. 9 Rooms. 6 Working

Good Twin Chimney Antique on 5·

FRESHMEN FINAL ELECTION

Meeting during the last week of 1971, an advance guard of some 70 individuals from 12 countries announced the formation of an EMERGENCY COUNCIL OF WORLD TRUSTEES to take immediate action “a rescue Planet Earth, and its inhabitants from destruction.”

The Emergency Council December 29 issued a FIRST DECREE FOR THE PROTECTION OF LIFE, signed by 229 persons from 12 countries, which is to go into effect “as soon as it is ratified by governments, colleges and people of at least 27 countries, or by at least 27 million individually in at least 29 countries.”

The decree states that the need arises from production, installation and use of nuclear weapons, mass destruction, and specifies that “... a combination of military forces, industry, scientific work, education or labor who may be responsible for violations of this decree after effective execution shall be guilty of war crimes and crimes against humanity.”

The Emergency Council, which met at Santa Barbara, California, also issued a “Call for people everywhere who recognize themselves as citizens of Earth, to elect delegates to a Peoples’ World Parliament, to convene later that January 10, 1974.” The Parliament will be organized to work full time for at least 6 months of each year, and is designed to deal with worldwide legislation dealing with the urgent problems confronting the Earth.

According to the Emergency Council, the First Decree has been adopted by the 10th General Assembly of the UN, the 12th General Assembly of the Indian Parliament, and the 18th General Assembly of the African Parliament.

The emergency Council calls for: The Senate to be formed as the UN has adopted a constitution for democratic elections in the whole world, to elect a new council legislature elected by the people of all states, including civilians and minorities.

The US Senate will be formed as the UN has adopted a constitution for democratic elections in the whole world, to elect a new council legislature elected by the people of all states, including civilians and minorities.

36% OF NEW YOUNG VOTERS REGISTERED

Washington (CPS) An astounding 30% of the newly eligible 18-20 year old voters have already registered according to a recent survey by the Youth Citizenship Fund.

The assessment was based on the results of a recent telephone survey of registration officials in 12 cities and counties registering 33 states. Carroll Laffy, executive director of the Youth Citizenship Fund, a bipartisan clearing house for the youth registration movement, predicted recently that at least 60% of the newly enfranchised voters will be registered for the general elections in November.

About 40% of the total eligible voting population registered for the 1968 election. The registration of 60% of the 18-20 year old would add seven million new voters for the presidential election. An additional 14 million first time presidential voters will be added to the 1968 election. In general elections, the youngest voting block is not enrolled.

The contributors contacted were asked if they had registered to vote or expected to register. Of the 19-20 year olds registered, 17% told the interviewers that they had done so, while only 10% of those who had not registered said that they would do so.

The survey indicates that 17% of the 18-20 year olds registered for the 1968 election, while 40% of the same age group is expected to register for the 1972 presidential election.

HALF OF STUDENTS USED MARIJUANA

Princeton, N.J. – Fifty-one percent of the nation’s college students have used marijuana, according to a Gallup Poll released last week. Most of the 51 per cent are current or recent users. Three out of five students who have tried marijuana had used it within the past month, the poll said.

The survey’s results are based on personal interviews in November and December with 1,063 college and university students on 52 campuses.

NROTCC TO ADMIT COEDS

Washington-The U.S. Navy has refused to surrender to demands that it accept women; it will admit women, it has agreed. Interregnum has set for the beginning of the next academic year.

The Navy had been forced to reconcile the initiative of the U.S. Constitution and Parliament Association, at the same address, and to provide for civil engineers. The new registration system is designed to change the system, which is not working in the United States Constitution, many opponents of the 26th Amendment to the United States Constitution are Nobel prize winners, the emergency Council, as set forth in the First Decree, to be formed as possible during the next few months.”

The announcement was made by the Student Council at State University of New York at Buffalo, New York, which has been designated as the center for these examinations. The examinations, according to the college, were prepared to assess cognitive knowledge and understanding in professional education and subject-field preparation. The examination, which are prepared and ad

NATIONAL TEACHER EXAMINATIONS APRIL 8

The National Teacher Examinations will be administered on April 8, at Bridgewater State College as a test for these examinations will provide prospective teachers in the area an opportunity to compare their performance on the examinations with candidates throughout the country who take the tests, Dean Daniel said.

Last year approximately 1,000 teachers took the examinations. Now, these tests are designed to assess cognitive knowledge and understanding in professional education and subject-field preparation. The examinations, which are prepared and administered by Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey, are limited to assessment of those teachers and teaching-related knowledge that are reliably and relatively well constructed for the examination of penal tests.

The examination is designed to register procedures for the national educational system, as well as sample test questions may be obtained from the appropriate person.

 american based non - partisan foundation whose objective is to register as many young women as possible during this national election year.

The New England Fund for Women will be incorporated on February 25 through March 25, and preparation for the drive a training session on February 12 at 10:00 a.m. at the Hotel Continental in Cambridge.

Current usage of marijuana among the 229 signers of the First Decree at time of issuance that not all members of the Emergency Council; are Nobel laureates,لامبرت سانهار, فريدريك ساندر y M.H. Wilkes, 36 members of the Parliament of India of 7 political parties: the presidents of the world wide in 42 countries, including 33 of Undergraduate students in USA; statesmen Archie Casey-Hayward, ex-cabinet minister of Ghana, ambassador R.K. Nekhun of India, and senator Kanchi Viswanath of India, together with professors, lawyers, writers, leaders of the world wide in 42 countries. Half of the original signers are students. 128 of whom are American women, Asia, Africa and Latin America. Among the signers of the Emergency Council are: Nobel laureates, John G. Lumley, chairman, an international organization of businessmen in California, Colorado, and the University of Colorado, USA. The Emergency Council in electoral process, in some sections of the New England Fund for Women will be to be added to the rolls of the National Educational System. The Student Vote needs your help.

The Student Vote office today (07/4 - 4870) and on your face on the training session on February 12.

The COMMENT February 17, 1972

Sincerely yours, Edward W. Broohe

UNITED STATES SENATE

The Gallup organization first polled college students on marijuana usage in 1959, and only five per cent said they had tried it. Between 1969 and 1972, the percentage almost doubled—from 22 to 42 per cent.

Current usage of marijuana was reported higher in the Roper Institute of Public Opinion polls 18 per cent than in public high schools, according to a survey of five of the students surveyed, who had tried marijuana had used it within the last year.

FRESHMEN

SGA Delegate Supported by SGA Council Members

John Dixon
Cornel Palmer

VOTE NOV 23

BRAD MANIER

FRESHMEN FINAL ELECTION FEBRUARY 23, 1972 PRESIDENT VICE-PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER SOCIAL & PUBLICITY DIRECTORS 4 SGA DELEGATES COMMUTERS VOTE 9 4 DORMS VOTE 4-8
NEWS ANALYSIS: THE SGA SITUATION

by Junice Indorato

The Student Government Association Council is undergoing a very serious internal upheaval. The struggle could potentially result in resignations of many council members who couldn't hold it down any longer.

The horrible spiral of young Americans' Blood in Vietnam is a classic example of past colossal fruitfulness of elected officials to the best interests of American young people; and it's quite ob-

vious from present newspaper reports that the United States had no hand whatever in this whole far too low fun. Impediment is a big word. I am not sure today in the effort to do it and not a small enough person to do it.

I have hoped Joel would resign and get the job, but he won't and we can't. [Could we anyway?]
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VIOLANCE AND SEX RUN RAMPANT

MOBY DICK

MOVIES

Bridgewater

Brockton

Cinema I

Hospital, 7:40, 9:45

Cinema II

Straw Dogs, 7:20, 9:35

Cinema III

Dirty Harry, 7:25, 9:35

Cinema IV

French Connection, 7:10, 9:15

Braintree

Cinema I

Gang That Couldn’t Shoot Straight, 7:20

Cinema II

Diamonds Are Forever, 7:00, 9:35

BSC


BROCKTON ART CENTER

Oak., Brockton (184-0000).

MUSICALS

BYRD

DICK

SUPERSTAR

MOBY DICK, which is scheduled for Feb. 17, 8:00 p.m. at a Dartmouth High School Auditorium, is the best known version of Herman Melville’s classic, and it is a fitting choice for this event.

JACK AARON was at Trinity College in Dublin, where he was seen as Iago, later, Mr. Aranson appeared in his own productions of "Miss Julie", "All My Sons" and "The Taming of the Shrew". He made three successive tours of Italy, Scandinavia, and Switzerland. Between The French Connection, Dirty Harry and Straw Dogs, the violence quotient seems to be getting out of hand.

Various critics have hailed these films against the charges of unnecessary violence. Clockwork Orange is a redemptive story of a youth who becomes a revolutionary. The structure of the film is carefully calculated to make Alex’s violence seem positive, correct, and even good. In Connection and Harry, violence is used to establish the necessary or the necessary of violence under circumstances, we must agree, they can’t call for it. Yet, the underlying, simplistic idea that violence is the cure for evil is far from the reality.
BRIDGEGATER TO PARTICIPATE IN A.C.U. REGION 1 TOURNAMENT AT U MASS

BSC's will be well represented in the 1972 Association of Collegiate Unions in New England Tournament to be held at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass., on Friday and Saturday, February 18th and 19th. Region 1 consists of Student Unions in the states of Conn., Mass., N.H., Maine, N.H., Vermont, and New York.

BRIDGEWATER students who will participate are:

- Doug Bierwag, second-year student, will represent the student body of the Student Union Committee of Bridgewater State College.

BRIDGEWATER 3, BRIDGEWATER: 4
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